Mens, Womens hoops set
high goals for season
—Page 10-11

Santa Claus is coming
to town—we're prepared
—Page 8-9
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Well, the holidays are upon us.
Time to give, not receive. Yeah right.
Leroy and The Trail staff want tons
of presents. Leroy wants a riding
lawnmower, new hunting rifle, and a
set of tires for his mom's station
wagon. The Trail staff, on the other
hand, wants a variety of stuff. Find
out on pages 8 & 9.
The holidays mean spending time
with the fam, and for Leroy that
means uncles, brothers, cousins,
sister-cousins, grandparents, and
many others. "This year," said Leroy,
"My cousin Bobbi Sue wants a
contraceptive. But hell if I know
what that is."
Leroy's family is a little
disfunctional, but whose isn't? The
important thing is to spend time
together and share memories. "Hey
Billy Joe," said Leroy, "Remember
that time we trapped that coon and
it bit you? You still got the shakes
from that?"
And who can forget New Years?
This is Leroy's favorite time of the
year. "watching that ball drop,
everybody yelling and kissing, I love
that. After all, no one kisses as good
as my sister!"
Happy Holidays!
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Pierce travels, discusses
value of liberal arts school
• Online universities, national rankings are topics of concern
MArr McGuis
Staff Writer

"Do you plan to go through
Rush next semester? What
stereotypes have you heard
about the Greek system on
this campus?"

KJ

E

"I do not plan to attend
Rush next semester. I
have heard many
different things about
the Greek system on
this campus. For one,
at least for the guys.
there is excessive
alcohol consumption,
which just doesn't fit in
with my lifestyle.
Another stereotype is of
the jocks who reside in
the Greek system.
e I am neither
hr L:inker, nnr a jock.
I have concluded to stay
of the GFLCK

A desire to better articulate the
value of a liberal arts education has
led to a busy season of travelling for
President Pierce.
Since September, she has participated in three nationwide conferences, all of which have addressed
the issue of the future of education.
Key in these discussions was the role
of technology in education, and how
it might be better adapted in the future. The '90s have seen the advent
of online education, a notion which
liberal arts colleges like Puget Sound
vehemently oppose.
At the conferences, Pierce and
other liberal arts college representatives found themselves arguing "fervently for the value of education,"
Pierce noted.
Whereas the public may be looking for an inexpensive way to educate, liberal arts college like UPS
offer close student-professor interaction that a possibly inexpensive
on-line college could not offer.

While away for these conferences,
Pierce also had the opportunity to
meet with the editor of U.S. News &
World Report, publishers of the infamous college rankings that appear
every fall.
Due to widespread criticisms of
their methods in determining the
rankings, the magazine is in the process of revising their methods, and
asked Pierce for suggestions in how
this should be done.
As she notes, the present rankings
"don't give a fair appraisal of the
value of education." She pointed out
that two of the criteria, amount spent
pe student and reputational ranking,
are especially shaky in their justification for determining excellence.
Teaching-oriented institutions like
Puget Sound may spend far less on
faculty than larger research-oriented
schools where some faculty may
teach only one or two courses. This
may indeed translate to a higher
amount spent on faculty, but this figure fails to take into account the
value of that teaching.
A school's reputation is also dif-

ficult to calculate, hence the outdated
and baseless system that U.S. News
& World Report uses.
Ultimately, meetings like these are
what make travel so important to
Pierce. She feels that it is "tethhly
important that the university be represented nationally," and that the
value of an education like Puget
Sound's be well-known to others,
especially in the new developments
of on-line education and the oftenmisleading results of the national
college rankings by magazines.
But, Pierce notes, ultimately these
factors are fairly unimportant to the
students that choose Puget Sound.
According to George Mills, VicePresident for Enrollment, out of fourteen deciding factors for students in
choosing the University, news magazine rankings rate eleventh.
Of far more importance are cam
pus visits, viewbooks, parents, teachers, and discussions with on-campus
students. Pierce's job, then, is to convey the same value of these sources
to others nationwide, and hope they,
too, see its importance.

1L'

--Rick Tally

"I'm going to rush. I
figure it will be a good
way to travel to exotic
new houses and meet
new exotic people. T
hear the Greek system
is a great way to go. 1
hope it rains"
—Mark Marshall

I. probably won't rush.
What I have seen around
campus is a lot of notions
about buying people in the
Greek system, and that
they seem to take pride in
tagging bathroom stalls
and toilet paper
dispensers"
—Jay Stafford
Photo Poll by A. Barker
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New faces
aid forensics,
debate teams

Roth addresses
global concerns

BECKY BROWNING

Asst. News Editor

TRAVIS COOK

Staff Writer
The University Forensics team
recently concluded an outstanding
semester at the second NFC Tournament, held at Linfield College.
The group left the tournament with
sophomores Hailey Hibler and
Maxine Cram holding second place
in CEDA debate, followed by the
teams of junior Darrel Wanzer and
freshman Foster Reif as well as SeniorAmy Stutesman and sophomore
Michael LeFevre tied for third.
This season has been filled with
success for the young team, which
was also represented well at the Portland Lewis and Clark Tournament,
held in mid October. There Individual Events speakers junior Lisa
Fabian and freshman Monica Clark
performed well, making finals in the
Dramatic Interpretation and Novice
Persuasion events.

jlvenill, weareayoiin
11,011/i ,iniI that's çeat
MIICC 011r cohesiveness
will cow each year."
—Jl1irthe Cmiii
The UPS debaters also stood out
at Lewis and Clark. A team made up
of freshman Scott Bailey and junior
Scott Veillon made it to
Quarterfinals in Senior CEDA Debate. Veilln was also fourth speaker
overall, followed by Bailey in sixth
place and Stutesman finishing tenth.
"Right now, the majority of the
team is working on the proposal of
a plan to increase assistance to South
East Asia in the fight against AIDS,"
explained Bailey. "We evaluate the
consequences of American actions
in S.E. Asia. Most of the concerns
are regarding the diplomatic and
military reactions of the Chinese
government."
This year's Forensics team has a
larger than average number of promising freshmen and sophomores, and
a lot of potential for the future.
"Overall, we are a young group
and that's great since our cohesiveness will grow each year," Cram
continued.
The UPS team played host to the
First Northwest Forensics Conference Tournament in November.
More than twenty schools were represented on campus, and the new
Marshall Hall was well-received by
competitors. During this conference
UPS also co-sponsored a public debate with Pierce County AIDS Foundation and welcomed a reunion for
Pi Kappa Delta Alumni.
The next event will be the 65th
Annual High School Tournament,
coming to the university on January
9 and 10. Competition continues into
spring semester, and the team hopes
to keep improviig.

Tuesday night Rhys Roth, a Regional Director of the Atmosphere
Alliance, addressed some hard facts
on the biggest environmental problem, global warming.
Roth began by giving the audience
a little background on earth, and how
it differs from other planets in our
solar system. Roth explained that,
"The major reason earth has life is
because of the atmosphere." Unfor tunately, Roth said that pollution
over the years has interfered and altered the function of the atmosphere
as a filter for the planet. The atmosphere, which Roth compared in
scale to the skin of an apple to the
apple itself, is effected by three main
gasses: carbon dioxide, methane and
nitrous oxide.
The rising concentration of carbon
dioxide is taking our environment
into an area that has been uncharted
for over 200,000 years. Roth explainea that ice in Antarctica has
been melting over the last half-ceritury which, was one of the factors
for the rising sea level (four to ten
inches in the last century, more than
in the previous 1,000 years).
In terms of heat, more than 700
people were killed in 1995 as a result of us heat waves in Chi-
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cago and heat related deaths are expected to increase significantly over
the next 25 years.
Roth made it clear that humans are
not the only ones effected by the
sudden changes in the environment,
because of increased temperatures,
certain species have had to migrate
to other areas.
Roth explained that there are certain elements of the earth that have
to exist for life to sustain. For example, snow and glaciers on mountains reflect heat waves back into
space. As the earth continues to heat,
the snow and glaciers retreat, leaving exposed soil which absorbs the
heat rather than reflecting it.
When the earth reaches this point,
the planet will continue to grow
warmer and warmer.
Another element at risk is our forests. Because of global warming,
forests in Alaska and Canada have
actually slowed-down in terms of
growth because higher temperatures.
Lately these Pacific warmings have
occurred not only more frequently
but are lasting longer as well, up to
five years (an occurrence that should
happen once in 2,000 years).
The Natural Resources Defense
Council has proposed emission caps
(for factories) by 2005. Proposals
have been made to enforce an emissions limit to help reduce pollution.

on campus
November 18-December 1
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Kirsten Morrnngstar, a UPS student, will give a talk entitled "A
True Tale of Undergraduate Research: Meeting Robert Graves' Ghost
in Deya" on Dec. 4 at 4:00 p.m. in the McCormick Room.

. Several vehicles lrke(1 iicr the \Varncr Street g rn were discos :rcd .udahied. The rtar lncc plates ' crc hent up ads. The rear
' I),.'1 on Ui('•dicr vehicle was discovered biikcii tl1.

Thompson Talks will feature Steve Keele from the University of Oregon, speaking on "Emerging Views of the Brain's Basal Ganglia in
Cognition: Evidence from Parkinson's Patients," Dec. 4 at 4:00 p.m. in
Thompson 124. Refreshments will be provided.

. 'L'ctIrit\ Services contacted IL .udent who was observed ('perating his chic!c in a reckless sn,miir on ca!1pU. 1 h: '!udnt taikd to
'Stof) at a '.Icq) sign and was exceling the University s1iced Ill -nit of
iiflccn miles per hour.

All students are invited to attend the next Fireside Dinner, hosted by
the President and Mr. Pierce. This dinner is at the President's house on
Dec. 4 at 6:00 p.m. Please sign up in the President's office in Jones.

• The fire alar.rn in a fraternityhouse was nialiciotolv tctivated at
rn A putl-ho\ an the flrt floor was acti'atcd without ctUsC.
\ rc,d'.-nt in a fraternity reported someone '.lu, a pUflt pellet at
his riaulil \H1d'. The paint a' the peilci made a mess, but the winriot broken
• A university sign at the entrance to Baker Stadium was dscov cr..i dtrnaecd.
. Please contact Seeunt' Ser ices if you have any inlormation
'LI those or any other I - i' t/,l¼ on caniru&i.
uc mrt ci Safety
I ke valuables ho ito with you Do not
Lave hic dc', locked outS id_
nplu° electrical appliances, contact
Security Services to reistr your vehicle it you will he Icaving it on
campus. The I no ersitv of Puy'et Sound is not respon ihle for stolen
or Uanuaged vehicles.

Good I tick on final exams a ad I ia e an cni oyab e break!

The Annual Arts & Crafts Fair will be held Dec. 5 from 9:00 am.
to 5:00 p.m. in WSC Lobby. Jewelry, clothing, baked goods and more!
Celebrate the Season with Organ at Noon on Dec. 5 at 12:05 p.m. in
Kilworth Chapel. Joseph Adam will play Christmas music at the ninth
annual Organ Christmas Recital and Carol Sing.
Come hear the University Band and Wind Ensemble play on Dec.
5 at 7:30 p.m. in the Concert Hall. Admission is free.
Don't miss "Bits and Pieces," "Little Red Riding Hood," and, "Domestic Companion," this semester's Junior Directed One Acts, Dec. 8
at 5:00 p.m. in the Inside Theater. Admission is $1 at the door.
The University Chorale will end the semester with a concert entitled
"The Spirit of Christmas," along with the Dorian Singers, "Songs of
Nativity," Dec. 9 at 7:30 p.m. in Kilworth Chapel.
Christmas Caroling with Lighthouse. Mark your calendar for Dec.
13 for a fun evening of carols and fellowship with other UPS students.
Meet in the WSC parking lot at 5:40 p.m. for transportation.

Concert Hall Free

Thursday I 4th
"A True Tale of Under'ttgraduate Research:
Meeting Robert Graves'
Ghost in Deya" by
Kristen Morningstar
4:00 p.m.
McCormick Rm. Free

(
Q~

Arts and Crafts Fair
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
WSC Lobby Free

''

'

hU

"Thompson Talk" with U.
of Oregon's Steve Keele
4:00 p.m.
TH124
Free

J

Pacific Northwest
Ballet's "Nutcracker"
Call (206) 292-ARTS for
tickets and times
Seattle Center Opera House
$14-$65

"Organ at Noon: A Christmas Recital and Carol Sing"
featuring Joseph Adam
12:05 p.m.
Kilworth Chapel Free

Q~

Fireside Dinner
with Pres. Pierce
6:00p.m.
Sign up in Jones Hall
President's House Free

Q

"Contact"
7:00 & 9:30 p.m.
Mc 003
$1 with UPS ID

C11881flIffS
For Sale
I LOST 43 POUNDS in 2 1/2
months using these safe, all-natural
products and I ate the foods I liked.
1-800-579-TRIM(579-8746). 30 day
money back guarantee.

Employment
- $1000's POSSIBLE TYPING
Part Time. At Home. Toll Free (1)
800.218.9000 Ext. T-9448 for Listings.
MAZATLAN SPRING BREAK!
FREE TRIPS! CASH! Starting at
$489! Includes 7 nights hotel, air,
party & food discounts. Organize a
group and travel FREE! Call 1-888472-3933. USA Spring Break Travel
since 1976.
SEIZED CARS from $175.
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys, BMW's,
Corvettes. Also Jeeps, 4WD's. Your
Area. Toll Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext.
A-9448

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS is
now hiring their summer management. Earn $10-15K. Call 1-800-CPPRYOB (Run Your Own Business).
'J CA GRANTS!
College. Scholarships. Business
Medical Bills. Never Repay. Toll Free
1-800-218-9000 Ext. G-9448

"Lonely Planet"
Call 272-2145 for tickets
and times
Tacoma Actor's Guild $25

VV

PNB 's "Nutcracker"
Call (206) 292-ARTS for
tickets and times
Seattle Center Opera House
$ 14-$65

PNB's "Nutcracker"
Call (206) 292-ARTS for
tickets and times
Seattle Center Opera House
$ 14 $65
-

"Lonely Planet"
Call 272-2145 for tickets
and times
Tacoma Actor's Guild $25

"Lonely Planet"
Call 272-2145 for tickets
and times
Tacoma Actor's Guild $25

Wednesday /10th
PNB 's "Nutcracker"

Monday I 0th

Call (206) 292-ARTS for
tickets and times
Seattle Center Opera House
$ 14 $65

Junior Directed One Acts
5:00 p.m.
Inside Theatre
$1 w/UPS ID

Saturday I Gth

University Band and
Wind Ensemble
7:30 p.m.

"The Spirit of Christmas"
and "Songs of Nativity"
with the University Chorale
and Dorian Singers
7:30 p.m.
Kilworth Chapel Free

ç f)

"Contact"
6:00 & 8:30 p.m.
L)
Mc 003
jJ
$lwithUPSID

"The Racketeers," "Pint
- O'Guiimess," "Jeb Jenkins
' Supergroup" and "The
Western Trio"
9:00 P.M.
The Central Tavern

"Contact"
7:00 & 9:30 p.m.
Mc 003
$1 with UPS ID

Tuesday / Oth

Sunday! 7th

ePNB 's "Nutcracker"
Call (206) 292-ARTS for
tickets and times
Seattle Center Opera House
$ 14-$65

Friday I 5th

Q

PNB 's "Nutcracker"
Call (206) 292-ARTS for
tickets and times
Seattle Center Opera House
$ 14-$65

Mistletoast
featuring the Swing
Reunion Orchestra
8:00 p.m.
Marshall Hall $1

-

p
:

PNB 's "Nutcracker"
,Call (206) 292-ARTS for
tickets and times
Seattle Center Opera House

"Lonely Planet"
Call 272-2145 for tickets
and times
Tacoma Actor's Guild $25

1

* Boldface type denotes

$ 14-$65

on-campus events *

LEGAL NOTICE
On December 11, 1995, KT.IPS, The Sound, was
granted a license by the Federal Communications
Commission to serve the public interest until Febmary 1, 1998.
We have filed an application for renewal of that
license. A copy of that application is available
for public inspection during our regular business
hours.
If you wish to advise the FCC of facts related
to our renewal application, comments and petitions should be filed with the FCC by January 1,
1998. Further information concerning the process is available at the station or may be obtained
from the FCC, Washington D.C. 20554.
—Adam Gehrke,
General Manager
MILY VISION & CONTACT LENS CENTtR
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IWINTER SPRING1
1998 Exam Cycle J

I Over 75 accredited courses
• French Immersion Program
• Fine Arts Program
• Advanced Photography and

(_

Starting Dates:
Downtown Tacoma

Web Design Programs

•

-

BAR Mon 115 9:00am
CPA Sat 12/6 8:30am
CMA Sat 12/6 8:30am

Cultural Excursions

DR. STANLEY W. PUGH

For more information, call or write:

OPTOMETRIST

The American University of Paris
Summer Programs, Box S-2000
102 rue St. Dominique
75007 Paris, France
Tel. (33/1) 40 62 06 14
Fax (33/1) 4062 07 17
New York office: Tel. (212) 983-1414

FAMILY VISION &
CONTACT LENS CENTER

1I 111

friendly Eye Care Since 1968

Wide Selection Of
Frames & Contact Lenses
Ask Us About
Refractive (Laser) Surgery
Student
Discounts

759-5679
2514 North Adams

Evenings
Appts

Scoreon 1995 Exam
Mark A. Lyons

RIGos

CAL!. FOR FREE BROCHURE

230 Sldnner Building

1326 Fifth Avenue
Seathe, WA 98101-2614
PROFESSIONAL SeaWe1BeIWTac (206) 624-0716
(800)636-0716
EDUCATION Of
Portland ............ (503) 283 7224
SDokane ........... (5O9) 325-1994
.

....................
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Pigface keep it unreal with trippy 'High'
Pigface - A New High In Low
TED SPAS

Music Columnist
Open letter to Trent Reznor: Trent
baby, you've been taking the wrong
drugs again. Yes, we know, the pain
inflicted upon you by the citizens of
Normal America
and all those
damn "Beautiful
People" your pal
Marilyn is always
ranting about must
be excruciating.
Yes, we know you've gotta kill the
pain somehow, gotta drown it in
sedatives or absinthe or maybe
sometimes you take the odd speedy
pill and go all nuts like on "March
of the Pigs" where you kept throwing your microphone at the ground.
Terrific, kid, it's great theatre and
the teenagers eat that stuff up, but
are you HAPPY? EVER? Naw, look,
even your damn LOVE SONGS are
crippled by all the damn melancholy.
The girls think that stuff's sexy, I
know, but don't you ever get tired
of having sex with people who can't
smile? The way I see it is, industrial
music can't buy happiness, no matter what Al Jourgenson says.
Okay, so you really ARE tortured
and it's not all an act (anybody
whose songs are ALL about sex or

violence or control must have some
issues to work through. Only a truly
obsessive person could keep from
being bored with that schtick.) don't
you want to get BE1TER? Wouldn't
you like to face the sun JUST ONCE
and think, "My God, this is really
amazing
an
world I live in,
and even though
everything's still
basically messed
up for the human
race there just
MIGHT be some shred of redemption out there, and I should go and
look for it?"
Alright, so we're talking HALLUCINOGENS, Trent. Look, the world
as it is has no chance of making a
guy like you Get Happy, so the only
option is to electroshock your brain
into the land of Orange Sunshine,
which you might like better. Maybe.
What's making me think about all
this stuff is the new Pigface album,
A New High In Low, which is part of
the same "Industrial Music" ghetto
that you and Marilyn are so ably
crawling out of (and don't think for
a minute that I'm endorsing THAT
posturing cretin, I'm just pointing
out that you cats are making money,
and It's All About the Benjamins,
Baby, ja?) but they manage to tran-

RFVIF: IM,

scend the usual petty nihilism, sulkiness, and bad haircuts that burden
the sceneby coating their record with
a glorious psychedelic SHEEN that
elevates it to some pretty dizzying
heights.
Oh, that's not to say they aren't
petty nihilists (check out the soulnumbing drudgery of "Bring. Unto
Me" or the Ginsberg lyrical riff on
"Nutopia"), or that they aren't sulky
(the shouty tough-guy tantrum of
"Burundi"), or that their haircuts
aren't bad, because they are. But
Pigface mastermind Martin Atkins
has welded his triballhip-hop powerhouse drumming to a whole mob
of droning sitars, didgeridoo
rumbles, and hypnotic bass pulses.
No, it ain't some flaccid world-beat
exercise, either, because there's demented record scratching, kee-razy
dub effects, and lots of dubious
chemistry in the mix, too, taking
tracks like "Kiss King and "Methylated" straight into your brain, equal
parts menace and giddiness.
It's a giant leap forward from the
sound-alike electro-dirges of most
so-called Industrial outfits, and for
a change all the rampant futurism
sounds like there might actually be
a FUTURE, you dig? It sounds like
the reason these cats are harping on
about the failures of society is be-

Going Buck-0-Wild
JASON JAKAITIS

Coordinating Editor
On Friday, Dec. 12, most of this campus will
spend its time drinking for the third or fourth
time in a week, or perhaps trying to get in a
late-night study session because they haven't
got the stomach for partying again. A percentage will migrate to the opening of "Scream
2," and another portion will sit
lazily on their asses at home
with little to inspire them otherwise. An even smaller portion of the populace, though,
will have the time of their
fucking lives at the RCKNDY
in Seattle. A band called Buck-O-Nine will be
rocking the proverbial casbah in usual fashion, beginning around 8:00 p.m.
Before I digress into the momentous event
that will shape the lives of a dozen or so eager
UPS students (hopefully the article will cause
that number to swell), let's have a little Buck0-Nine history session. Founded in San Diego just under a decade ago, this ska-punk unit
(wait, don't run away you mainstream and
punk-fearing readers, all will become clear if
you just keep reading!) formed a fanatical following before they finally began to branch out
into mainstream influence. Buck-O-Nine is a
band reknowned for playing tons of shOws,
night after night, and usually tour for a full
year after every one of their releases. To date,
they'd produced three and a half aIbi.
At this year's Vans Warped Tour, which featured headline attractions such as Social Distortion, the Mighty Mighty Bosstones, and
Pennywise, Buck-O-Nine played on the "side

stage" and managed, in the course of their onehour set, to cause their beginning crowd of ten
people to swell to more than 150 while famed
ska legends played the mainstage. It took no
more than a few minutes for people to decide
who they wanted to here.
This band brings it (it = a can of whoopass) with a passion that I can't describe. The
guys love performing and they never, ever fall
into the formulaic drone that
other bands can't avoid. They
bounce around with life and
exuberance and welcome the
crowd to sing their songs onstage with them. Most importantly, though, this kind of enthusiasm does not only cater to those who love
the ska and punk music. Their crowds are an
amorphous blend of genres and ages, appealing rather to people who just enjoy a passionate and fun show.
When we go to Buck-O-Nine shows, we
bring hip-hop fans, alternative chicks, techno
and goth fans along with an assortment of
punkers. The audiences at the show reflect this
as well, offering a fun and motley blend of
showgoers. It's a bunch of people dancing
around (and everyone dances around, not just
the twenty people in front) and doing whatever they want to do.
Buck-0-Nine is a great show no matter your
preferred musical tastes. Their exuberance is
contagious and the crowd can't help but be
C.a uelit up in the passion of their performance.
Friday 12,
Do something inspiring anul f
break away from the doldrums of your boring
lifestyle and head up to Seattle, 1812 Yale St.
You'll have the time of your life.

cause they had a mystic VISION and
they actually saw a better world for
jsut one brief, shining moment. So
to hell with nihilism, Trent, the profit
margin's great but it's no good for
your SOUL, which you must believe
you've got or you wouldn't be trying so hard to FEEL things. Tune in,
turn on, drop out, Trent. Viva
Pigface!

a giant leap forward
1 the sound-alike
of iiiost SOcalled Iiid,istrial outfits...
There's even a bonus "dub
chillout" disc which features
pscyhedelic-industrial grandpappy
Genesis P-Orridge ranting about
genitals and bad breath and breakfasts over a lunatic drone freakout.
It's interesting listening, even though
the songs are longer than God's dick
and it's all total Drug Wankery, but
this thing could only "chill out" the
most deranged of Earth's citizens.
Still, at least they're SMART Drug
Wankers. You'll dig it, Trent, it's
WAY scarier than the Manson kid.
Write back, you crazy funster.

ENDNOTE: If you're not
interesteed in all this industrial beatmongery at ALL and would rather
hear a bunch of guitar-slinging rock
music the way God intended, you
might wanna head over to the Central Tavern on the night of December 5. There's the mod-pop glisten
of the Jeb Jenkins Supergroup (featuring one of the cats from Shebang
for all you old-school UPS kids),
some quality drone-rock from the
Western Trio, some totally ace Irish
pub-basheny from Pint 0' Guinness,
and the Racketeers, who (excuse me
while I totally jettison all semblance
of objectivity) are a pretty fab garage punk outfit, by all reports. It'll
be a fine evening of Rock Power,
beer, and Tacoma scene-making.
You could be THERE! 21 and over,
sadly... those counter-revolutionary
bastards.

We bean jamm-An"...

In the Rotunda as part of the Nov. 21
STUDT
nuse Jam Night, a benefit for LiterauyC1
featuring music, opeii 4'.. and, of course, coffee.

Jazz showcase lets talent, humor shine
Titwis COOK
Staff Writer
It was a cold December night as I
scurried into the warm quarters of
the Concert Hall. Yet I assure you,
the motive behind my haste was not
to escape the sting of a winter chill,
but to get a good seat for the Jazz
Band Concert on Tuesday night.
With a program clenched in my
hand, I made my way down the narrow isle of the theater, walking
slowly as I glanced around looking
for a place to sit. The house was filling up fast and the audience seemed
to be dispersed evenly throughout
the rows. The dark corners had even
been tapped by a few tolerant spectators who, I suspected, cared more
for the music than the visual performance. I was fortunate to find a spot
up close behind some friends just
before the lights dimmed.
The show began unexpectedly

when three men in formal attire
strolled across the stage: a pianist,
drummer and bassist. Once in position, the trio played the blues and,
right on cue, the choir,
ground Jazz," filed onto st
a semi-circle formation fo
cial appearance. They broke
into the be-bop scat styled
singing of "Song in My
Heart." Though they
numbered only nine, the
sound they produced was
rich and smooth. A quick
glance around confirmed
that the audience was as
captivated as I was. Later,
the rhythm section was dismissed and the choir continued with
an a capella sound. The real crowd
pleaser was an old favorite,
"Moondance Fever," which featured
two outstanding soloists. Though we
only got a half-hour taste of Underground Jazz, it was enough for me

to know that their full-length performance on the last day of classes, will
be worth attending.
Following the choirs' finale
was a brief intermission
while stage hands reset the
stage for thejazz band. The
;hort interval, like a break
etween songs, served as a
asition from one mode of
jazz to another.
The jazz band, consisting of 21 members (including special guests,
Stephen Kyriakou and
Jennifer Coppo), filled
ter stage. As director Syd
Potter pointed out, the large group
benefitted from having a guitar and
vibraphone as well two baritone
saxes, which allowed the group to
perform a wider variety of jazz
styles.
The trumpet section loosened the
crowd up after employing a little hu-

mor (an advantage to the less constricting style that goes along with
jazz) slipping on sunglasses prior to
the opening piece. Though their
shades got a few laughs, they didn't
deter any of the horns from reaching even the hard-to-hit notes. Joseph Li's fingers flew across his piano keys while Craig Cootsona beat
his drum set in a merciless display,
nailing a series of rapid beats.
Like most jazz, each piece gave
at least two soloists an opportunity
to experiment with their instrument
in an improvisation, taking their
skills as musicians beyond the limitations of rehearsed music. Several
pieces featured a soloist, including
Dimitri Samochine on bass in "Jack
the Bear," Jeremy Wendelin on alto
sax in "Complete Control," Jake
Nadal on vibraphone in "Song is
You," and others as well.
My favorite piece of the evening
was "The Overture to the Royal

Mongolian Suma Foosball Festival,"
a title I had taken interest in as a
regular foosball junkie. The piece
had a full sound with a bass line that
made you wanna get up and dance
and a heavier rock-'n'-roll-sounding
drum beat. The climax of the piece,
and I dare say the entire evening performance, was a dueling tenor sax
solo between Brett Johnson and
Scott Pawling in which each tenor
answered back and forth in a melodic conversation of flying notes
and fingers.
While I jived to the beat with the
rest of the crowd, I remembered how
much I enjoy jazz. It's a genre of
music that embodies a really distinctive style. The whaling sax, the blaring horns, the slap-beat-bass, the
notes tumbling out of the piano, the
brushes on the snare, all have a mesmerizing effect that binds the audience with the dirty, risque ambience
of jazz.

'Rainmaker' makes best of recycled law plot
WITNEY SEIBOLD

Movie Reviewer
I saw a few films over the break. I
saw "Alien Ressurection," and "The
Rainmaker" in the the theaters, and
I fmally saw "Showgirls" for the first
time on video. Hideous, hideous
film, the latter. I also began to take
in a few bits of the Troma Team
films. Those of you unfamiliar with
New Jersey's Troma Team are missing out on great cheesy films like
"The Class of Nuke 'Em High" and
"The Toxic Avenger."
Troma films are for a strict brand
of moviegoer who enjoys bad dialogue, cheesy sick humor, and lots
of boobs. Well, if you subtract the

boobs, make the humr more cor porately sick, add a budget of more
than $150, along
with the same young
cute lawyer character every time, and
you've got the perfect formula for a
John Grisham adaptation. Even if it is directed by Joel
"Plague of the Earth for killing the
Batman Franchise" Shumacher.
Well, now it's Matt Damon's turn
to be the cute one in Coppola's "John
Grisham's The Rainmaker" starring,
are you ready for this cast?: Matt
Damon, Danny DeVito, John Voight,
Claire Danes, Danny Glover, and a
cameo by Dean Stockwell. Before I
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get into this film, however, I'd like
you to close your eyes, and think
back. Back. Back
to the days of the
'90s when you
were sitting in your
theater seat waiting
to see a novel
adapted film about
lawyers. A new, revolutionary film
that plays off of the paranoia filled
public, now that they don't have any
masse enemy to root against, due to
the end of the Cold War.
Wow. I'm having several flashbacks. Every Grisham film seems to
involve the same thing. They are all
about young, cute lawyers who have
optimistic hopes for the future, but
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land themselves in an upper-class
world of corruption, and extra-ordinary conspiracies. "The Rainmaker"
is no exception in terms of these plot
conventions, but, pleasantly, this
film's tone is considerably different.
Matt Damon is studying for the
bar exam, and looking to join a law
firm. He finds a place which is right
across the street from a strip joint,
and employed with busty babes who
are falling out of their outfits. The
head tycoon decides to hire him on,
so long as he finds his own cases,
which he luckily has, and he goes
out on pursuit of these seemingly
fruitless endeavors. He talks with an
old woman who wants to leave her
inheritance to a televangelist, and

who ends up giving him a place to
stay.
Damon then talks with a family
who has been screwed over by their
insurance company to get money for
their Generation X son with leukemia. He is paired up with Danny
DeVito, an ambulance-chasing slob
who has failed the bar exam six
times, and they investigate these
matters. They end up breaking off
of thier firm due to their boss getting investigated for crimes against
humanity, or something, and go into
business for themselves in an abandoned textile store just so they can
get things rolling more smoothly.

RAINMAKER cont. on p. 7

Pomodo-ro's perfects
Itali an food, mood
ScOTr R. LEONARD
Contributing Editor
When asked to recommend a good Italian restaurant in the area, one invariably thinks of Grazzi's or
Lucianno's. These restaurants have
been around for a while and have
built solid reputations. While each
offers good food and a fancy atmosphere, they now face great competition from the delicious
Pomodoro Restaurant and Bar.
Located just a short walk from
campus, Pomodoro's is one of the most recent additions to the Proctor District. Though it opened only
six months ago, Pomodoro's is already one of the
best restaurants in the neighborhood.
Wanting inside, you'll encounter a wonderful atmosphere. The dim lighting of Pomodoro's gives off
an ambience of shared intimacy. Although people
may be at nearby tables, you cannot help but feel
alone with your guests.
The decor of the place really sets a great mood,
saturating the entire restaurant with a seducing red
tint. A great atmosphere is key to an enjoyable dining experience and Pomodoro's does it better than
just about anyone.
Another great aspect of Pomodoro's is the service.
One is immediately greeted at the door by a hostess.
While seating doesn't seem to be a problem, reservations aren't normally taken. After you are seated,
a waitress is quick to take your order.
One thing I really liked about Pomodoro's is that
your waitress is the person who brings you food. At
most restaurants, someone from the kitchen brings
you your food, not your waiter or waitress.
Pomodoro's makes the subtle effort to build a closeness with its customers.
The highlight of the dining experience is exactly
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what it should be: the food. Pomodoro's offers a wide
selection of pastas and meat entrees. I tried the
Chicken Piccata, which was excellent. A chicken
breast sautéed in white wine and lemon capers with
mushrooms, the dish is served with bread, soup or
salad, pasta, and vegetables. Each
of the side dishes are wonderful,
14PA~
especially the Tuscan Minestrone
soup.
The pasta dishes are also delicious. The Fettuccini Alfredo is
spiced just right with garlic and
parmesan. Another good dish is
the Penne Pasta Primavera.
Pomodoro's serves a number of Italian salads and
soups. Also on the menu are a wide variety of appetizers. I recommend the Crab and Artichoke Dip. A
large serving of the dip comes with Italian crustini,
a type of baked bread. While the portion of crustini
is a little small, I would without a doubt order the
appetizer again.
Each of the dishes come in relatively large-sized
servings. Hearty eaters will finish their meals but
not be left hungry while light-eaters will definitely
have some to take home.
The prices are fair for the quality of food at
Pomodoro's. The aforementioned Fettuccini Aifredo
cost $7.25, Chicken Piccata $10.95, Pasta Penne
Primavera $7.25, and Crab and Artichoke Dip $6.95.
While these are a bit expensive for the college budget, Pomodoro's is definitely worth a trip once a
semester or with the parents. Pomodoro's is such an
inviting place to eat that I give it four strong stars.
Pomodoro Restaurant and Bar is located at 3819
North 26th Street across from Chalet Bowl. They
are open Monday through Thursday 11:00 a.m. to
11:00 p.m., Friday and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to midnight, and Sundays 11:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. They
also offer take-out their phone number is 752-1111.
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RAINMAKER from p. 7
The insurance company's defenders,
however, are a team of highly experienced slimy lawyers led by John Voight.
Damon attends a conference with the
Defenders, sitting across from intimidating fifty-year-old men in. well-pressed
suits, and thinks to himself. "I looked
around me. All of these people who had
been in the business for so long.., there
must have been a collective of a hundred years' experience around me. My
staff has failed the bar six times." Damon
discovers conspiracies within the system,
and pulls out every trick that he can come
up with out of his bag of inexperience.
Damon discovers a nineteen-year-old
Claire Danes while in the hospital one
day while Danny deVito is looking for
clients, and sees her badly beaten body.
He offers to help, but she's afraid that
her baseball-playing boyfriend will end
up kiffing her, but ends up faffing in love
with Damon anyway.
So he's in love with this sweet young
girl, afraid of a bat-swinging psychopath,
he has his confidance shattered by a
sleazy partner, he's intimidated by a team
of super-lawyers, and he's crushed by the

tragedy of a slowly dying client, and his
outraged parents.
Needless to say, the film is a comedy.
The story seems dark and grim, and
the drama seems to be played up to a
superdepressing level a Ia "Sleepers,"
but Frances Ford Coppola, being the
writing and directoral genius that he is,
was able to liven it up. With a soundtrack
bursting with light jazz, and humorous
performances by comedic characters, the
usual Grisham-esque tones of paranoia
and dark emoting are shriveled completely, and we have a cheerful courtroom drama about trying to survive with
the circumstances dealt to you.
When Danny Dc Vito slumps into his
bosses office behind Matt Damon slurping up the remainder of cold Chinese
take-out, you can just tell that you'll feel
better at the end of the film. It's two
hours and 35 minutes long, but directed
so well that it never ever drags. This
film tells the whole story without the
convoluted bits that make the restless
and impatient complain. It's a wonderfully light film, with great performances
and a cookie-cutter plot made imaginative again.

Ju$ni or - d i re ct e d On e
Acts begin this week
.J0SEPH B0GOLOTZ

Hood," directed by Bryce Bntton. and
Dawson Moore's "Domestic Companion," directed by Jason Macaya.
Each script is exceptional so the
show will hold something for everyone: comedy, action, music, heartbreak,
beauty, and, of course, the bizarre. Each
One Act is approximately one half-hour
long. There will be no intermission.
Admission is one dollar at the door.

Guest Writer
At 5:00p.m. on Monday, Dec. 8 and
Tuesday, Dec. 9, the InsideTheatre will
feature this years first group of Jonior-Directed One Acts. The show will
consist of Corinne Jacker's "Bits and
Pieces." directed by Hallie Jacobson,
Billy Arsons "Little Red Riding
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Mon. Thurs...................................7AM 7PM
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Looking for opportunity, challenge and variety?
Are you a recent graduate?
Are you going to graduate soon?
(Internship positions possible)

"Help yourself by helping others"

alpha

*
*

*

Our Management Trainee position and our promote from within policy will
allow you to assume a Branch Management position in 3 years or less.
Training focuses on customer service, marketing, credit investigation, loan
analysis and personnel management skills.
We offer a competitive Salary and benefits package while in training, plus
promotional increases for promotion to Assistant Management and Branch
Management.
We are currently seeking to fill positions in the Puget Sound/Pacific NW area.

-Plasma
Centers

1216 Center St.

Consider a career with Norwest Financial, one of the nation's most
and respected consumer finance companies.
*

-

Need money for tuition, books or loans?

2 blocks west of So. Tacoma Way at center & M St.
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INDIA MAHAL
RESTAURANT

Discount

with this ad!
LUNCHEON BUFFET*

-Subsidiary of Norwest Corporation
-Fortune 500 Company
-Over 36,000 employees
-Open in 50 states, Canada,

Central America and Guam

Send (or fax) resume to:
Norwest Financial
3850 Meridian St. So. Suite 3
Puyallup, WA 98373

FAX 253-848-7887
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DOWNTOWN TACOMA UNIVERSITY PLACE
i

SAT. NIGHT

$595

FROM 5-10pm
DINNER BUFFET*
OpenM-Sat.

$995

823 Pacific Ave. (9th and
272-5700

Pacific)

LUNCHEON BUFFET*

$5.95

SUN. NIGHT
FROM4-9pm
DINNER BUFFET*
Domestic Seer
2.00
...

Open7Days
3547 Bridgeport
564-2039

$9•95

Way, University Place
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ERIN SPECK te
KARIN OLLIFF

SCOTI. SCHOEGGL
ED! TPR - INCHIEF
1. DECENT EQUIPMENT FOR THE
TKAIL
2. PTTENDANCE AT THE
RENDEZVOUS PREMIER OF THE NEW
CeMPU5 BAND, L,4 FUHP
3. LOT6 OF RADIO PLAY FOR THE
GREEN GOE6 AROUND CD NOW'.IN
KUPS ROTATION
.
4. A "GET OUT OF JAIL FREE" CARD
5, SEX, P RuG5 ANP ROCI< . ROLL
(OF COURSE)

MANAGING EDITOR
LAYOUT EDITOR
i. A PURPLE GOLF CART
2. CARDBOARD BOX FORT
KUPS TO STOP PLAYING CRAPPY
MUSIC
4. ELECTRICAL TAPE
5.8T. BERNARD PUPPY
PAID MONTH OF NO TRAIL
QUARK XPRES5
GIGANTIC RUBBER DART BOARD

JA60N JAKAIT16

SCOTT LEONARD

COORDIN4TING EDITOR

5PORT5 EDITOR

MORE CLAM CHOWDER. THAT'S ALL
WANT. ALL MY BITCHING ABOUT
THE LAWNS, THE COMPUTER LABS,
PROFESSOR EVALUATIONS, MEAL
POINTS; THE ONLY THING THAT
MATTEREP-ANP, IRONICALLY, THE
ONLY THING. THAT HASN'T
CHANGED-IS MORE CLAM CHOWDER
AT THE SUB.
OH, ALSO, A NEW JON( MITCHELL
CD.
.

KATIE PETERMAN
FEATURE6 EDITOR

A SING 'N' SNORE ERNIE
A CHRISTMAS- COLORED NIPPLE
RING
BRIAN BOITANO IN TIGHTS
A UPS FOOTBALL TEAM ... ER, I
MEAN...
A SHAVING KIT FOR DEAN KAY
RINK- SIDE SEASON TICKETS TO
THE TACOMA SABERCATS.
TO GET .ACCEPTED INTO A GOOD
LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGE.
BOX OF TgOJ4AN6
A USE FOR THE TROJANS
AN ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

j,. WIGGY..
2. SKID ROW'S REVIVAL
3. TOM SELLECK
4. THE 44BILITY TO TYPE WITHOUT
LOOKING AT THE KEYS:

TOM PERRY
NEW$ EDITOR
A UPA65POR TO LIFE UPON GRADUATION

KEITH
TURAU5KY
AcE EDITOR
I. A COMPLETE THESIS
2. $10,000
5. NEW CAR OR PLANE
GRENADE LAUNCHER
WORLD PEACE

THE TRAIL STAFF: BACK ROW: Wen Laws, Kf

Scott R. Leonard, Karin 0111ff, J
Marieke Steuben. FRor Row: Amy Stockett, I
Hersh.

MIDDLE ROW:

.

DIANNA WOOD6w
OPINION5 EDITOR
SIX- INCH STILLETO HEELS
A FAKE ID TO GO TO DANCE CLUBS
(YEAH, I LIKE TO DANCE)
5. ACAR
A SNOW DAY!
A LESBIAN SWEDISH MASSEUSEI.
COOK.
WEATHER WARM ENOUGH TO RUN
AROUND NAKED IN.
CASTRATIONS FOR ALL THE SEXIST
PIGS.
LONG HAIR
NOTE-THI5 IS A CHANUKAH LIST.
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KAMALA ELL16
P65I5TANT OPINION5
EDITOR
A BATHTUB
ACAR
5. REAL FOOD
CONSIDERATE HALLMATES
A LITTLE. GHOUL TO DO
ALL MY CHEMISTRY
HOMEWORK
CONTACT WITH THE
OUTSIDE WORLD
STORY IDEA5 (ALL THE
TIME)
A RESIDENT TURTLE
A SNIPER TO SHOOT OUT
THE LIGHT OUTSIDE MY
WINDOW.
A FLOOR THAT DOESN'T
SPONTANEOUSLY BREED DUST
BISON.

JULIE STATON

ff"32
STOCKETT
CALENDAR EDITOR
ALL I WANT FOR
CHRISTMAS IS A
MASSAGE AND FUZZY
SLIPPERS.

WEN LAW6
/PVET15ING .MANAGL
i I PLu CHEERLEADEP
2: RA1NER; ICE (SHAKING BY LAURA
AND MARl 5A')
5, ANTACDS.roR TROISCH (PEACE
AND QUIET AT LAST)
LAZER TAG
AHLI.•
6.NICOLA6 CAGE'5 WALK
ROOT BEER, NO ICE
FAMIL.Y REUNION WITH WHO,
WHERE, HOW AND WHY.

5T/4FF WRITLR
h Turausky, Scott Schoeggi, Tom Perry.
on Jakaitis, Dianna Woods, Kamala Ellis,
in Speck, Jess Koepi, Julie Staton, Adam

M.AR(EKE 5TEUBEN

WONDER WOMAN UNDEROOS
A LITTLE RED NEWSPAPER CART
3, A DISK HOLDER
4 TURQUOISE COWBOY BOOTS
5, AN INVISIBLE. PLANE
AHAT
CANDY

LAYOUT EDITOR
A LITTLE MAN WITH TURQUOISE
BOOTS I CAN TAKE WITH ME
EVERYWHERE IN MY POCKET AND WHO
WILL TELL ME ALL THE ANSWERS.

1PM
HERSH
COMBAT ZONE
EDITOR
IARVARD DIPLOMA
DINOSAUR

ANN
DELURY
POL I TICAL
COLUMNI5T
*REVOLUTION!"!*
BRAD PITT ON A BED
OF LETTUCE

BEN
HEAVNER

KR16 8HI4HLNLAN
5PORT5 WRITER
SPIDERMAN SHEETS
COWBOY BOOTS
SUPERMAN CAPE
X- RAY VISION
ATARI WITH PAC - MAN
JUMPER SUIT (SILK)
CANDY CANES
RAZOR

POLITICAL COLUMNI5T
END OF WORLD
HUNGER
END OF GREEK SYSTEM
PRESIDENT PIERCE TO
SELL THE BUSINESS
SCHOOL TO WA STATE.
A FIVE POUND BLOCK
OF SILLY PUTTY

JE-66 KOEPL
5TAFF WRITER
CROW REPELLENT
GOBS P, GOBS OF SNOW
A BIG BEG OF POP
GOBS P,. GOBS OF MONEY
A PAID POSITION AT THE 1RAIL SO
I CAN STOP DOING SLAVE LABOR.
GOBS OF NEW
GOBS
COMPUTERS
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Women's bmball sets
sights on nationals
Cmus HUETILIsK
Staff Writer

NCIC opponents beware: the
Lady Loggers are back with four returning starters and the firepower to
defend their league title.
Coming off a season which was
highlighted by a trip to nationals in
Indiana, the Women's team adds five
new faces contributing to go along
with the solid nucleus of returnees
led by All-NCIC guard, junior
Kristina Goos. Goos, also a team
captain, led the team in scoring last
year with 18 ppg as well as claiming 3rd team All-America and National Player of the Week honors.
The Loggers return Goos at guard,
Dulcy Crabbe at point guard, Kasa
Thpua at forward, and Kara Morgan
at post as starters, while Allison
Miller complements the lineup as the
newest fifth starter.
Off the bench, the Loggers will
look to sophomores Karen Hanson
and Erin Peterson to spefl the start-

ers as well as several others.
Despite two tough nonconference
losses to Central Washington and
Simon Fraser, Loggers' Coach
Bricker remains confident that her
team will come together during
league play. "Everyone is gunning
for us in league this year and we
expect that as defending champs,"
said Bricker. "We are a little smaller
than last year, though now we just
need to go out and play." Last year,
the Loggers finished an impressive
15-1 in conference play and 22-5
overall.
"We expect to do really well this
year," added senior co-captain
Crabbe, a NCIC honorable mention
pick last season. "We want to win
another league title and earn a trip
to nationals again. If we can keep
up the energy from last year we
should be well on our way."
In their opening game at home, the
Loggers suffered a cold shooting
night and a multitude of turnovers.
These combined to help the visiting

Volleyball survives
scare, on to nationals
Scorr R. LEONARD
Sports Editor
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stepped up for the Loggers with
some good serves while Vicky
Crooks made some key blocks
down the stretch. The 15-13, 1513, 15-9 triumph set up the thirdplace match with Western Oregon.
Puget Sound looked to have difficult time ahead of them in the
first game against Western, but
they easily put them away in the
nexttwogames by winning 15-13.
15-9, 15-9. Crooks again came up
big, recording 15 kills along with
five blocks. Anna Dudek also contributed with a good game. Most
mportantIy, however. was that
UPS was again functioning strong
as a team.
The upset against Northwest
Nazarene should make UPS a better team for the upcoming competition, says .second-year coach
Mark Massey of the teams
weve seen this year have been
one-dimensional, but (Northwest
Nazarene) matched up good
against us, and that was good for
us to see. Its certainly going to
help at nationals."
The NATA National Tournament
began yesterday and will last
through Saturday. The Loggers
first played California Baptist yesterday morning and then Columbia of Missouri yesterday afternoon. At the time of printing, results were not available. UPS then
plays once today and once tomorrow morning, with quarterfinals
beginning Friday night. Brigham
Young of Hawaii is expected to
repeat as champions, although the
Loggers certainly have a good
chance,

Simon Fraser Clan defeat the Loggers 74-55. Allison Miller led the
Loggers in scoring with 14 points
along with Kara Morgan chipping in
eleven and Kristina Goos adding ten
points.

iii'ian keep up The
ri Ironi Autymy JIC
u/il hi' well on our way
Ito nationals a'ahiI.

—Juicy l7rabbe
The Loggers open NCIC play
Dec. 5 against Lewis & Clark in
Portland. On Sat., Dec. 6 they play
in Forest Grove against the Pacific
Women.
The Loggers return home to play
in their annual tournament, the Holiday Classic on Dec. 19 and 20, before preparing for a trip to the Bahamas for a holiday tournament.

KAREN HANSEN gets rejected against Simon Fraiser.

Swimmers dominate again
JULIE STATON
Staff Writer

The UPS swim teams were triumphant once again in their latest meet
against Pacific Lutheran. The meet
took place at PLU on Saturday, Nov.
22, with the Lutes proving to be no
problem for either the Logger men
or women.
Both teams gave incredible performances, showing that their team
commitment and hard work are paying off. The Logger men won a landslide victory over the Lutes with a
score of 140-65. The UPS women
were also unrelenting in their win
over PLU with an overpowering final score of 150-57.
With both teams sweeping nearly
every event, including the relays, the
teams showed their intensity and talent. The women were strong in their
freestyle events with Marne
McDonald taking two big wins in the
200-yard and 500-yard freestyle

events. Jenny Peterson also took a
first place win in the 50-yard
freestyle and second place in the
100-yard freestyle.
A few other first place wins indude Kristen Booth in the 200-yard
backstroke, and Nina Natina in the
200-yard breaststroke. Cate
Reynolds made a strong showing by
winning the 400-yard individual
medley.
Senior swimmer Angela Butler
showed her superior talent by taking first place in the 200-yard butterfly. "The team's been working
really hard and is really looking forward to the meet this weekend."
Butler also expressed happiness with
her individual performances.
The men performed well and
showed their unwavering strength,
taking first place wins in eight of the
eleven events. Ben Johnson took
convincing wins in both the 50-yard
freestyle and the 100-yard freestyle
races. Lance Craig gave powerful

Coed Basketball

Men's A Basketball
Short Bus

fmishes in two distance categories,
winning the 200-yard backstroke,
and the 1000-yard freestyle.
Brett Bennett also took first in the
500-yard freestyle. He agreed with
Angela Butler in saying that he
thinks the team will perform well
this weekend. "The team is really
coming together," he said regarding
the team's performance last week
and so far this season. Kyle Sexton
also took a first place win in the 400yard individual medley.
Both teams are looking forward
to this weekend, an invitational meet
at Central Washington University.
The UPS teams are approaching the
match-up with optimism and high
expectations. This will be the team's
last meet until Jan. 9, when the season picks up again at Wallace pool
against Evergreen State University.
The line-up for the rest of the season includes tough competition such
as the University of Washington, Or egon State, and Simon Fraiser.
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OT Husslers

Standings through Dec. 2

9

Men's B Green Basketball

Coed Indoor Soccer

6 1
70
6 2
5 3
3 5
4 4
2 6
1 7
1 6

Kumquauts

10 0

Men's Indoor Soccer
UffDa!

10 0

Shitaki Mushrooms

8 2

Doh!

Draftees United

7 3

The Big Skid

8 2

Hui 0 Hawaii

Hnit

5 3

Baaad Girl

8 2

Last Minute

54

Look Out

8 2

Dueces Wild

4 6

Schmeckpeper's

6 4

Seward

4 6

The Generals

5 5

Just Kick'n It

4 4

Kickin' Balls

3 5

Scmeckpeper's

1

9

Schiff Happens

36

Big Feet

1

8

Rainbow Brights

1

9

Pi Nu 2

0 9

Chispitos

1

8

A/L Guys

2 8

Sigma Phi 1

0 9

63

Men's hoops looks strong in '97-'98
KRIs SIiAHmIAN

Staff Writer
The UPS men's basketball is
ready for an intense second season
in the NCIC. The competition
within the NCIC will be tough and
the Loggers have a long road ahead
of them to the NCIC finals.
Coach Bob Niehl has assembled
an experienced coaching staff to
lead the team through this season.
The staff includes returning assistant coaches Dan Mullen and Russ
Leslie. Jim Clifton has also come
on as a new assistant coach after 19
years with Puyallup High School.
With this experienced coaching
staff, the Loggers have set the stages
for a great season.
The Loggers are ready to make a
statement this season because of the
disappointing 1996-97 campaign.
Last year, the Loggers finished with
a 9-16 overall record and 3-13 in
the NCIC.
The return of Biyan Vukelich is
a major reason why the team is excited about this season. Vukelich
missed last season due to a foot injury and the Loggers missed his
dominating play.
During the '95-'96 season, he averaged 17.3 points and 10 rebounds
per game. Junior point guard Tim
Gardner agrees that Vukelich's return will have a strong impact on

BRYAN VUKELICH shows St. Martins how it's done.

Vukelich is not the sole reason
the team. "He really helps our team
in scoring and rebounding, but most why the Loggers are excited about
of all in his leadership," said the 1997-98 season. Returners
Rashad Norris, Jerermy Werkau,
Gardner.

LEROY THE LOGGER
Go
Boy, is Leroy ever stuffed from
Thanksgiving. He ate like crazy. "1
Loggers!
love eatin' at home during holidays
cause no one cooks opossum like my ma!"
Volleyball has Leroy traveling once again
as they head off to compete at nationals.
"Maybe my cousin Roy will meet me there.
I hear illinois has great nachos."
The opening of basketball season has
Leroy donning his jersey and waving his flag.
"Hey PLU! I got one thing to say to you. We
are gonna whoop your butt!"
Finally, Leroy would like to make a Christmas list. "I wish for a volleyball national title
and a new pick-up truck in my front yard."

I

and Derek Pender will play a key role
in the success of the Loggers this season. Coach Niehl is confident that the
positions will be a solid area for the
team.
The biggest question of this season for the team will be in the point
guard slot where Junior Tim Gardner
will need to step up and become a
leader on the court after only starting four games last season.
Coach Niehl is confident that
Gardner and the others will face the
challenge of this season head on. "We
have a tremendous group of young
men comprising this squad," said
Niehl. "We are very excited about the
prospects of the upcoming season."
The season will prove to be a dog
fight between all the teams in the
NCIC with Pacific and Lewis and
Clark being the teams to chase. The
Loggers hope to move the program
up to the next level will be difficult
with PLU, Whitworth and George
Fox all striving for the same goal.
The 1997-1998 season is critical
for the Loggers as they look to get
back on the winning track after a dismal '96-'97 season. Bryan Vukelich,
Rashad Norris, Jeremy Werkau,
Derek Pender, Tim Gardner and the
rest of the team are excited to lead
the team on this journey.
The Loggers hit the road this week
to take on Lewis Clark and Pacific in
two key NCIC games.
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Volleyball
Dec. 3 & 6
NAIA Nationals
@ Kankakee, IL
Women's Basketball
Dec. 19-20
Holiday Classic
@UPS
Starts at 2:00 p.m.
Men's Basketball
Dec. 19-20
Holiday Classic
@UpS
Starts at 6:00 p.m.
Swimming
Dec. 5 & 6
Central Washington
University Invite
@CWU

The Puget Sound
Trail would like to
thank Robin
Hamilton and the
rest of the Athletic
Department for their
tremendous help
throughout the
semester. We would
also like to thank the
IM office and all
coaches and athletes.
Happy Holidays!

Litfle Caesars]

Great Taste! Great Price! Pizza! Pizza!
$5.99
BIG!BIG! Small 14" 1 topping
$7.99
BIG!BIG! Medium 16" 1 topping
$9.99
BIG!BIG! Large 18" 1 topping
$1.59
WORLD FAMOUS CRAZY BREAD
..........

.......

..........

.....

YOU'VE BEEN RAZZED FOR BEING
so ENERGETIC.
AROUND HERE, YOU'LL GET
PROMOTED FOR IT.
Iet's get right to the point. You're looking for a career that puts your
brainpower to work. One that gives you the freedom to make Important
decisions and the authority to make them fly. And you want an
opportunity that makes the most of every talent you possess. One that
financially rewards you for your contributions - not your tenure. Well
guess what? You've just found it. Enterprise Rent-A-Car has entry-level
management opportunities that give you the freedom to make critical
decisions. Join us and have hands-on involvement in every aspect of
business management - from sales and marketing to customer service
and administration. This growth opportunity offers a competitive salary
and benefits package. A college degree is preferred.

Use Your Head. Join Enterprise.
CHEESE OR TOPPINGS

ANY SIZE!!!
•
t 99EXTRA
*UPS STUDENTS AND FACULTY

RECIEVE I FREE TOPPING WITH I.D.
*NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER SPECIAL

6Th & SPRAGUE 272-3232
WE DELIVER CAMPUS AREA FOR ONLY $2
H UR :Sun-Thurll to9PM/Fri&Satll tolOPM

For consideration, maillfax a resume to:
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Attn: Recruiting Department
250 Enterprise Plaza
2000 Benson Road South, Suite 250
Renton, WA 98055
Fax: (425) 228-2164

Visit our Web site at: www.erac.com

Enterprisj
rent-a-car

We are an equal opportunity employer.
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phy industry not only controls the
men, women and children in their
clutches, it makes slaves of them in
some way or another. Have you ever
interviewed one of the people who
pose for these magazines? You probably wouldn't be allowed to talk to
them unless the "bosses" were sure
the person had been coerced favorably of their "jobs."
As you say at the end of your
piece, the First Amendment to the
Constitution of the United States
contains some of our most beautiful
rights and having lived abroad, I can
truly say that the U.S. is one of the
few places on this earth where these
beautiful rights are ours without a
doubt. We just have responsibilities
that go along with those rights.
Sincerely,
Betty

Coffee drinkers
pampered addicts,
smoker says

To the Editor:
My name is George. I am a
smoker. Until reading the story in the
Nov. 20 Trail by Dianna Woods I
hadn't realized that the anti-smoking syndrome had infiltrated UPS to
To the Editor:
such a degree. I'll go so far as to
This is in response to "Porn acadmit that smoking is a bad habit.
ceptable media form" in The Trail's
Personally, I would not encourage
Nov. 20 edition. Ijust wanted to ananyone to start smoking. For those
swer a few of the questions.
who stop smoking, good for them.
There is nothing wrong with a
But at the same time, my condonaked lady. What is wrong is what
lences to those who, upon seeing a
people think when they see one or a
person light up two blocks away, feel
picture of one. You ask why Trail
the second-hand smoke seeping into
people shouldn't have to see pornogthe molecules of their lungs. They
raphy because obviously the majorare the epitome of smoking hypoity of people have expressed their
chondria
and hysteria. I am conwish to keep their work-place free
founded
by
the hypersensitivity of
of it. I for one would not like to work
Opinions Editor's note: Please alin such a place. I most decidedly feel ways include a last name and phone so many people about cigarettes and
a centerfold from Playboy or any number with letters to the editor See smokers. So much for the H words.
My own prejudices are focused
other magazine that publishes porn the Editorial Policy located in the
toward coffee drinkers. Not only
is degrading towards women.
staff boxforfurther details.
here, but all over the world. I used
You also say that the reasons
to think that Mrs. Olsen (Folgers
people say pornography is wrong are Editor defends
Coffee) was a nice, sweet lady but I
rather ridiculous and that the main opinion on porn
could never bring myself to trust
reason why people think this way is
that porn is dirty, sex is dirty, human
1 don't normally respond to Juan Valdez (Maxwell House Cofbodies are dirty, etc. Who said this? people's letters like this but! really fee). He's a Colombian, you know.
And we all know what they grow in
Pornography is certainly wrong in needed to in this case.
the mountains of Columbia and then
my opinion but not because sex is
filter into this country isn't necesdirty or because our human bodies
To Betty:
are dirty. Sex is a beautiful expresYou are very naive. You think 1) sarily good for us. Yes, caffeine! It
gives me the jitters. And you know
sion of love between a man and a there is a definition of pure love, 2)
woman, who are committed to each that people do not try to force their what else? We just don't know, do
we? Yet while smokers are forced
other for their earthly lives and it is beliefs on others, 3) that all persons
given to us as a gift from the Lord.
involved in pornography are either further and further out into the cold,
Therefore, anything that corrupts controllers or controlled, and 4) that the exalted and superior coffee
drinkers get a new, comfortable inthis expression of love is wrong Jesus Christ solves everything.
whether it be pornography or someFirst off, you are right about sex door facility, which actually invites
and encourages the intake of this foul
thing else.
being a beautiful expression of love.
In this day and age, I don't think However, you insist that it be be- beverage. Is that fair?
Before making prejudiced deciyou can truly say that anyone has tween a man and a woman. You say
sions based on a certain degree of
beliefs that were forced on them, it is a gift from the Lord, therefore,
especially in the United States. We when people do not have sex under hysteria-derived conclusions, give
are free to believe as we want here G-d's guidelines, you will not accept smokers a break.
Sincerely,
and to attend the church of our it as pure. And you do not realize
George Martinson
choice or no church at all if we don't that often pornography has improved
want to. Furthermore, a person the otherwise dull or troubled sex
Smoker shatters
doesn't go to Hell for what they do lives of couples.
wrong. A person goes to Hell for not
People try everyday to force their fanatical antibeliefs on others. They try to make
smoking myths
jf171JIhy
laws against abortion, pornography,
smoking and drinking. They try to
To the Editor:
I
influence what will be taught. AnyAs the national anti-smoking camthing that involves an opinion also paign progresses, I am repeatedly
involves someone trying to make struck by the anti-smoker mindset in
things different.
America. Since Jam not usually very
Do you think this month's Play- conscious of political matters, I hapboy centerfold was forced at gunpily ignored the anger constantly
point to pose? Do you not know that expressed at the tobacco companies.
she had to send in her pictures, comDon't get me wrong. I recognize that
pete with many other women, and these greedy individuals are selling
accepting Jesus Christ as their sav- was paid to do what she did? Child carcinogenic toxins to the citizens of
ior (yes, it is as simple as that). There pornography is not right because it America which, obviously, can inis not a person on Earth that doesn't is an abuse of a child's rights, but duce premature death; however, nudo something wrong at one time or that is the exact reason it is illegal. merous citizens of America, fully
another and for most of us we do Legal pornography is, and should alaware of the consequences, are
wrong things over and over again. ways be, consentual.
choosing to buy these products.
We are all in the same boat. Good
Finally, you are a sheep until the
While the smokers of the country
works don't take you to Heaven and day you question your Lord, your have leisurely and passively sipped
wrong works don't take you to Hell.
savior, Jesus Christ. When you start their coffee, a conspiracy has enAs you say, it would be ridiculous having opinions of your own, and sued. Legions of anti-smokers have
to think that by eliminating pornognot those imposed upon you by fear begun to strip us of our rights and
raphy, we wouldn't have any sick of death or of Hell, I will respect rally against us. I feel the need,
perverts running around. Pornograwhat you say. Until then, I will only amidst the slurs hurtled at me and
phy just makes sick perverts sicker respect your right to say it.
my dear compadres, to address the
because the message is that if it is
Sincerely,
numerous lies and myths humanitareasily available, then it must be okay
Dianna Woods
ians have spread as part of the great
to be a sick pervert. The pornograOpinions Editor conspiracy.

Pornography not
as harmless as
writer implies

The porno
in Iiistrj
iot only controls the
7!froiiien aud ebikiren in
(beir clutches, itijiakes
slaves of thew in some
way or au other.

Smoking is unattractive. Anyone
who believes this has not seen the
intense glamour ofLauren Bacall or
Humphrey Bogart. Or, for a more
modern display of the sexy side of
smoking, watch Uma Thurman in
Pulp Fiction or Leonardo diCaprio
in Romeo and Juliet. And, many
smokers smoke largely due to an oral
fixation. Who can't appreciate that?
If you don 't smoke, you will be
immortal. This one is my favorite.
Often when I smoke, I receive humorous comments from well-meaning individuals who have fallen victim to the anti-smoker conspiracy.
Some say,"You know, if you keep
smoking, you're going to die." I love
to look into their eyes with a somber expression and reply, "Whether
or not either of us smokes, we're
both going to die." Immediately following is usually a pleasantly Uncomfortable silence. Yes, I admit that
with smoking comes numerous
health risks (asthma, emphyzema,
cancer, etc.). To be perfectly honest,
though, I don't care. I have no fear
of pain or death. They don't concern
me, but I will tell you what does concern me: that I live my life to the
fullest while I am on this planet.
If you pass a smoker and happen
to inhale some second-hand smoke,
you will instantaneouslyfall onto the
ground in convulsions and die. The
truth behind this myth is that secondhand smoke does kill; however, the
fine print is that it kills when the
exposure is prolonged over a period
of many years in a poorly ventilated
area. We smokers remain in the
smoking section in restaurants,
smoke at the tables outside the SUB,
smoke while walking to classes, or
smoke outside the dorms. There is
no risk that you will die if you pass
us on any of these instances.
Smokers are drug gies. Perhaps the
individual who began this rumor created it while enjoying his or her first
cigarette after his or her first joint.
To be perfectly honest, I don't have

the money to buy a new t-shirt and
maintain my smoking habit, let alone
buy marijuana or any other drug every weekend. True, smokers obviously tend to disrespect and/or disregard our bodies. It does not mean
that we do not care about our minds.
Here in Tacoma, where it rains
nine months out of the year, smokers stand in the rain or huddle under
awnings to prevent themselves from
experiencing the ever-painful nicotine withdrawal. We smokers have
not asked for a smoking dorm or a
smoking lounge or to be able to
smoke in the SUB. "Why?" you ask.
The answer is simple, smokers tend
to be empathetic. We do not wish to
inconvenience or disrespect the
rights of any individual and we expect the same from you.
A new rule has plagued the dorms.
Signs screaming "Please refrain
from smoking within thirty feet of
this building" mar the windows
through which we once saw the approaching faces of our compadres.
In case you haven't realized what
this means for us, we now have to
smoke in the rain! I thought America
was a place where the rights of the
minorities were protected.
Smokers face constant oppression. We are discriminated against
on a daily basis, forced to use buckets as ash trays, and insulted by the
nation. We suffer from slander and
uninformed opinions. Perhaps, the
problem is not the anti-smoker conspiracy. Perhaps, the problem is our
passive behavior. Smokers of the
school unite! You have nothing to
lose but your chains! Fight the oppression, legislation, and lies. We
must act before it is too late and tobacco products are completely prohibited. To you non-smokers, keep
your Pepsi cans Out of our pitiful
excuses for ash trays.
Sincerely,
Erin Lavery

Letters continued on p.13
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U.S. ignores important global concerns
BEN HEAVNER

Political Columnist
Once again, the United States is
missing a tremendous opportunity to
lead the international community.
This week, President Clinton finally
agreed to send a high-level government official to the U.N. Framework
Convention on Climate Change, but
the U.S. presence at the convention
is merely a token, and not a serious
diplomatic effort to address the complicated issue of global environmental problems.
Vice President Gore, the current
administration's version of an environmentalist, was sent to Kyoto, Japan to address a U.N. conference
working to gain worldwide accord
on environmental problems. Vice
President Gore will fly into the conference, give a speech, and leave the
same night. In the end, the high-level
U.S. diplomatic presence at this international conference will consist of
a one-day visit and a speech.
Environmental issues range from
problems with development and
population to new-car emissions requirements in suburbia. Nations
such as China are struggling with the

process of industrialization while
countries such as Mexico try to balance the economic opportunities of
free trade with a newly-imposed environmental ethic. The U.S. is busy
trying to eliminate CFCs and Freon,
and Australia is
dealing with the
problems of burning coal for power.
Obviously, reaching an international
understanding on
how to fix pollution is a very cornplicated issue.
An issue as complicated as a global climate treaty deserves serious
consideration, debate, and diplomatic efforts for resolution, but the
U.S. is only sending Vice President
Gore to give a speech. Currently,
there isn't even agreement among
developed nations - forging a fair
agreement among developed and
developing countries will take even
more work. Finding worldwide
agreement on the climate is a
Herculean task.
The United States could be an integral player in the process of solving this international problem. We
could take a leadership role in find-
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SAEs deserve more
than slap on wrist
Over the weekend two SAEs
spread human feces on the front door
of their neighbor fraternity, EX.
There's not much that needs to be
said to convince anyone that what
they did was beyond disgusting, that
they participated in an activity normally reserved for the insane. Rather
we must decide what would be an
appropriate response from the administration. Punishment is a must.
The question is, should we go so far
as to have SAE
disbanded on
campus?
Over the years
various fraternities have committed their crimes.
Their acts range from stealing other
frat's property to getting freshman
smashed in Canada to date rape.
Some say what the hell, boys will
be boys. But that is entirely unacceptable. However, the punishments
delved out have also been unacceptable. That is, they don't change a
thing. And even worse, the boys who
committed the shit-smearing act sat
on their front porch while security
did theoir thing. They know nothing will happen to them, so much so
they can sit across the street and
laugh while the door is barracaided.
In the past, date rape was rampant
among fraternities. Someone finally
went and told the guys that they
couldn't rape women anymore. "Bad
boys! Put your hand out so lean slap
it." Fraternities are now required to
have date rape workshops, where
date rape is lauded as an unacceptable act, in case the guys hadn't no-

ing solutions to the problem of pot- standards mean lower emissions posal to lower greenhouse gas emislution by working with other coun- standards, which in turn mean less sions because the E.U. proposal had
tries to create a mutually equitable fuel-burning cars. Less fuel means conditions "for distributing the ecoU.N. mandate. Instead, our Vice less money for oil companies. Less nomic pain among its members"
President is giving one speech in the cars mean less money for automo- (TNT 12/2/97). We're criticizing a
middle of a quick trip. Clearly, the bile manufacturers. Currently, large proposed treaty because it distributes economic pain?!?!
U.S. is telling the corporations have enough lobbying
It is easy to criticize the U.S. hyworld that we don't power to influence our foreign
give a damn about in- policy so much that we are willing pocrisy of mandating environmenternational environ- to compromise an international en- tal standards to other nations instead
of working with other nations - ac
vironmental position.
mental standards.
How much will Al Gore's one cording to the World Wildlife Fund,
Instead of working
to find a solution that hour speech reveal about the current the United States has done more to
everyone can agree on (which is the state of our international environ- cause the greenhouse-gas problem
usual purpose of diplomacy), the mental policy? If he is speaking than any other country. However, I
U.S. is giving a token high-level about environmental problems thinkthemainfailureofcutrentU.S.
presence while our low-level repre- around the whole world, and he only foreign policy is not the fact that we
sentatives are attempting to force the takes one hour, won't Al Gore have have produced greenhouse gases; the
U.N. conference to adopt a position to simplify a great deal? Even worse main failure of our foreign policy is
which would implement less strin- than the simplification alone, Al its lack of true diplomacy.
Our diplomatic undertakings must
gent environmental standards than Gore will be leaving the conference
other proposals (reads as: good for without hearing any more informa- be approached as a process through
which nations can work together and
tion from outside sources.
U.S. businesses).
Right now, our government's rep- It seems that the United States is cooperate to find a mutually reasonresentatives are pushing for lower unwilling to compromise or listen to able solution to problems. Diploenvironmental standards because lax fundamentally sound ideas at the matic meetings should not become
standards are better for business. If U.N. conference. President Clinton a place for token high-level U.S. ofstrict environmental standards are has said that the United States was ficials to stop in and dictate world
enacted worldwide, businesses such prepared to walk away from any pro- policy. Our nation has already asas Exxon and General Motors will posed treaty it found unacceptable. sumed the position of world leader.
face higher costs and lower incomes. The current administration has We need to be careful not to assume
Basically, stricter air-pollution criticized a European Union pro- the role of world tyrant.

ticed while living with other members of society. In favor of the Greek
men, it appears the incidence of date
rape has decreased, however, it does
not seem that the men's attitudes towards women have changed too dramatically. Now, instead of just taking what they want, they get a girl
completely ripped so she'll agree to
anything, including sex with creeps.
What can the administration do to
sufficiently punish the SAEs? Will
anti-shit workshops
do the job? Should
the boys have to go
out and pick up dog
shit in community
parks? What will
make them learn?
The only thing that would really
work would be to disband SAE and
expel the two assholes.
But it won't ever happen. It's not
so much an acceptance of the boys
will be boys clause, but more that
people are just too scared. No one
wants to admit that when you put a
group of guys together, guys who
might on an individual basis actually be nice, responsible human beings, they'll go ape-shit. They'll forget everything their mothers and society ever taught them and think it's
funny to spread shit all over
someone's front door. And not even
because the someone else is mean
or bad but because they are EXs.
Someone might slap these guys on
the wrist. Bad boys! Bad SAE's!
Now don't you do that again. But
they shouldn't even be given the
chance. The SABs should be given
the boot.
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Girls must know
dangers of drinking during Rush
To the Editor:
It is nonetheless exciting, opening your bids, pledging a house, attending the famed Crossover parties at the five houses west of
Union. All of which I completely
condone.
As a freshman, I attended every
function and Day of the Week Club
I could get my hands on. Fun and
drinking with the girls, a great
chance to meet guys, and a wild
time. This isjust the "glamour" life
of the infamous Greek world. One
in which I still take a small part,
one that isn't as tantalizing since I
was acquaintance raped.
Acquaintance isn't a word that
best described my assailant. Maybe
close, trusted friend would fit him
best. One night, after heavy drinking at the house, he walked me
home. We sat in my room talking
about our relationship problems,
and it happened abruptly, without
any signs from him and no cooperation from mc.
In that one night, more than my
privacy was taken from me. I was
raped of my ability to eat or sleep
for two and a half months. And to
this day, my pride, confidence and
capacity to trust are absent from my
.usually attractive demeanor.
What I fail to mention is that I
had a boyfriend at this time, one of
my attacker's fraternity brothers.
He was by my side physically and
emotionally, whenever I needed

him. Ironically though, he was on
probation for rape charges a woman
on campus had pressed on him during Fall semester.
It was haunting, knowing that the
man I cared for was tormenting his
victim in her nightmares as my at
tacker was tormenting me in mine. I
never doubted my boyfriend's intentions, why he stood by me faithfully
during the most trying time of my
life. I knew why. He was righting his
own wrong.
Did my attacker ever get what he
deserved 7 Well let sjust say his Ini
tiation Week was spent getting

itii ifialler if the house his
?5llcIIi' nieii.thers or
tjje1i'e, that nj//be 1we/i'e
people 1o01iniit you
s1rnne aiii1ea1lingyou
"beer slut."
beaten to a pulp. Not the most mature route, but it made the anger in
my heart dormant. My anger became
calm. So calm, that when my assailant approached me and apologized
with tears in his eyes, I forgave him.
I thought forgiveness would rid
me of all the anger and violation forever. But it is still here nagging away
at me to teke action igaiust the ag
gression. Through these words, my
attacker and all the other trash out
there, now know what it is like to be
on the victim's side.
You are probably wondering why
I never pressed charges. Well, I can
answer that in one compound word:
brotherhood No matter if the
house has 75 active members or
twelve, that will be twelve people

looking at you strange and calling
you "beer slut." All for the sake of
keeping the face of their fellow
brother. I knew that I wasn't a
strong enough person to persevere
through such persecution. But I
hope through reading this, the next
victim can be.
I am not writing this in hopes
that women's rush numbers go
down, to blame the Greek system
for what happened to me, or to
name names. I just wish someone
would have warned me that any
situation can facilitate an instance
in which a woman can be raped.
Nexfseinester when you head
over to the houses for Rush, be
cautious. The most innocent can be
the most foreboding.
Eighty-four percent of women
raped know their assailant. If this
does happen to you, use your resources here on campus. The
Counseling, Health and Weilness
Center has a great staff always
ready to help.
Under the Higher Education Reauthorization Act of 1992, colleges
receiving federal funds must now
have a written policy on sexual assault. This means that this institution we call a university must treat
its victims supportively and not as
the cause of the crime. In turn, it
is designed to punish the accused
and not the victim.
If I knew half the information
that I know now eight months ago,
that son of a bitch might be in jail.
It is amazing how a woman can be
so afraid of society and its harsh
repercussions. Don't let this happen to you. Rape is real and it occurs right here at UPS. Be smart,
be safe and have a greit time at
Rush. I did!
Sincerely,
Caiyah
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Graffiti brightens walls and minds
MAIUEKE STEUBEN

What if you gave that derelict
three buckets of paint and a brush
and let him tell his story? And everyone he knows. And everyone who
has a grey cement wall. And everyone who's three years old. Graffiti
as public art could provoke mass
public education, mass self-healing,
and communal understanding. Art
makes the world more fun. How can
you question that? Art should not be
confined to art buildings, to paper
or canvas. Art should be everywhere
and available to all.
Take one of the most despised
forms of art in the classroom: draw ing on desks. We all like to doodle,
and most college students either
keep it on their paper or don't do it
at all. Is it because you sleep through
all your classes? Make your classes
more interesting, both for you and
for the next person who sits in that
desk by drawing a little picture or a
design. Maybe the next time you sit
there you will see that some imaginative person has added to it. It could
become a widespread movement!
Soon people will be fighting over
who gets to sit in the purple hippopotamus desk and we'll all be sharing our colored ball-point pens.
So the teachers always told you
not to. So you can get arrested for
carrying spraypaint around. It's time
to get out the colors, take the risk,
and paint over the messages of hatred. Paint whatever you like, make
it fun, don't let them stop you. Grow
something up the wall of that white
hallway, make the world come alive.
Nature will win in the end.

Layout Editor
You can ban scuba. You can boycou teriyaki. You can outlaw kissing in public. You can build only '
one-way streets. You can make caffeine illegal. You can save the turtles.
You can shave your head. But you
can't turn the world black and white.
There is not enough graffiti
around here. This school has almost
no desk art or decoration in the bathrooms. The dorms are overbearingly that graffiti is art.
clean with their white, white walls
Maybe you don't want that large
and lovely wooden desks. All it obvious "fuck" as a piece of art on
would take to liven up this place the wall in your front yard? No
would be some permanent color, doubt. Think about your wall
some imaginative artwork in public though—how interesting is it after
places where all could enjoy. On all? That grey concrete just doesn't
drab, rainy days who wants to go to inspire some people, and as the pera room down along, stark white hall- fect symbol of the establishment,
way that reminds you of certain in"fuck" might be the first word that
stitutions? Rather, a long, rainbow- comes into someone's head when
painted hallway that reminds you of they see your precious wall. Instead
preschool would immediately cheer of erasing graffiti, add to it. Get out
anyone up.
the cans of orange, green, and maIn a cold, unfeeling world, graf- genta spray paint and go at it! Or get
fiti is alive. It is self-expression in out the paintbrushes. Beauty will exthe midst of conformity. Graffiti can ist where none did before.
Think of how much grey cement
be seen as vines, growing and creeping up the flat, hard surfaces of walls
you see every day. Or plain white
walls. Almost makes you want to
or buildings. It is evidence of organic
vandalize something, doesn't it?
nature conquering the man-made order of the city. Even an unintelligible Except that it shouldn't be called
scrawl gives evidence of human ex- that. Acts of destruction and hatred
istence and represents a name, a just don't fit with the beautiful act
love, a life. Graffiti is the cry of the of creation you were just about to
multitudes to be seen and heard. But do with that permanent marker. Well,
then again, graffiti is often mis- okay, maybe it's true. You may be
placed, destructive, and offensive. angry about something enough to
What some people have forgotten is make it publicly known. You may

U

want to become visible, make your
mark, feel important.
Somebody paints a swastika at the
corner of two streets. Somebody else
paints four letters in each of the corners: L-O-V-E. Who has won? Two
extremes of feeling are right there
in the open, visible to anyone driving past, evidence of the great spirit
of contradiction and confusion in the
world today. Don't deny it. From that
piece of vandalism someone may
have learned something. Perhaps
that hatred and love both exist, right
next to each other and sometimes
hand in hand, and it's up to you
which one you choose to follow.
The freedom of self-expression is
a right often denied to those who
need it. You cannot decide that the
derelict who wrote that obscenity on
the nice wall in your yard has nothing important to say. Maybe his word
choice didn't quite get the whole
point across to you. But if you've
ever felt like you haven't been able
to communicate effectively with
your parents, consider this an expression of that same frustration.
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a signature and a phone
number and are due no later
than Tuesdays at noon.
Anonymous letters will not be
printed. Letters may be sent to:

PG-13

Sun-Thurs 7 pm
Fri, Sat 7 pm, 9:00 pm
Sat, Sun matinee 2:45, 4:45 pm
jiik

Adults $4 - Seniors or 16 & under $3
Tuesday showings and matinees- $3

published weekly by the
Associated Students of the
University of Puget Sound.
Opinions and advertisenwnts do
not necessarily reflect the view of
the Associated Students, the
University or its Board of
Thistees. StaffEditoriais are the
opinion of the majority of the core
staff Articles in the Opinions
section are printed at the
discretion of the Opinions Editor
and do not necessarily reflect the
views of this newspaper. The
Trail reserves the right not to
print letters over two hundred
words and to edit any letters
printed. All letters must have
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University of Puget Sound
1500 N. Warner
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A highly acclaimed multicultural performing
arts group-b1ends the energy and enthusiasm
of youth with the dynamics of
dance and music to teach the principles of
racial harmony, equality,
and human dignity.
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Comb Zone Index
Probability of not graduating because you couldn't get into a Science in Context: 1:3.
Number of bikes unsecured by U-locks: 634.
Average carry, in yards, by Logger football team: 1.2.
Average distance travelled, in yards, falling flat on your face: 1.5.
Percentage of students who report having sex in the library: 12.
Percentage of students who report masturbating in the library: 38.
Decibel level of the "Barbie Girl" song playing at a Sigma Chi party: 160.
Number of injuries caused by frisbee golfers this semester: 17.
Number of injuries caused by campus golfers who use real golf balls: 0 (let us play!).
Average number of ska songs played on KUPS per hour: 21.
Average number of listeners to KUPS per hour: 3.
Number of Combat Zone readers: 1800.
Number of Trail articles you read per week: 8.
Come on, be honest: 1.5.
If they have to do with ska: 3.
Cost of grilled cheese in points: 44.
Cost of cheese sandwich: 86.
Cost of "water": 0.
Number of vegans on campus: 19.
Membership of UPS anti-vegan club (Members who have not yet paid dues are not included. This means you.): 53.
Lake Oswego students as percentage of student body: 60.
Percentage of Lake Oswego students who drive a sport-utility vehicle: 95.
Membership of Kappa Sigma: 38.
Membership of UPS Japanimation club: 38.
Student to faculty ratio: 18:1.
Student to tree ratio: 13:1.
Student to SUB-lady ratio: 11:1.
Student to available and functioning computer ratio: 2750:1.
Number of Polish people it takes to screw in a light bulb: 5.
Number to hold it: 1.
Number to turn the ladder: 4.
Number of long skateboards on campus: 189.
Number of Hawaiian students on campus: 189.
Number of Hawaiian students you actually know: 3.
Number of times we can use the same stale jokes and you'll still laugh (because they're true): 7.
Number of controversial letters to Trail editor this semester: 1.
Number of students who just don't care: 2749.
Number of students who care about 90210: 388.
Number of sorority girls: 388.
Percentage of Greek ASUPS representatives: 99.
Greeks as percentage of student body: 30.
ASUPS student government fee in dollars, per semester: 70.
Cost in dollars to produce one Combat Zone: 24.
Number of people who "get" Peer Gynt jokes: 9.
Cost in dollars per Peer Gynt joke: 34.29
Percentage of Combat Zone jokes you don't get: 60.
Number of people the Combat Zone has touched with humor: 1801
Number of children Ramblin' Rod has "touched": 3872.
The Combat Zone is

intended as a satirical work and, as
such, has been set apart from the rest of this paper. The
views and opinions expressed by the Combat Zone do not
necessarily reflect those of The Puget Sound Trail, ASUPS,
the Universiti of Puget Sound But they should

I can't believe it's not butter.
I can't believe it's not better.

